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extensive consultation with stakeholders in the Gladstone region in 2021 and 2022, and a
Beyond Zero Emissions analysis of a precinct’s energy requirements and industrial
ecosystem.

An investor roundtable hosted by Beyond Zero Emissions and Climateworks Centre, with
attendees representing $2.7 trillion in capital, found strong investor appetite for Renewable
Energy Industrial Precincts. These investors are now seeking the long-term certainty of
bipartisan federal funding.

This briefing paper shows the enormous scale of renewable-powered industries that could be
developed as part of a Gladstone Renewable Energy Industrial Precinct, including the
build-out of new renewable energy and electrical infrastructure over the next ten years.

Beyond Zero Emissions and WWF-Australia prepared a pre-budget submission for FY22-23
that detailed how government investment in Renewable Energy Industrial Precincts leverages
more than six times the value from the private market.

Essentially, a Gladstone Renewable Energy Industrial Precinct is the region’s best jobs and
investment opportunity, capitalising on existing skills and infrastructure. It is central to
realising Australia's $333bn/year potential in renewable energy exports and ensures
Gladstone will remain prosperous in the global move to zero emissions.
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Executive summary

Gladstone is a town with manufacturing at its heart. It has a long history as an industrial

powerhouse, based on the export of coal, aluminium and alumina, sulfuric acid, and meat

products, enabled by a world-class, deepwater port. In recent years Gladstone has diversified to

become one of the largest LNG export ports in the world.

Today, Gladstone is protecting its industrial heritage by diversifying its energy supply, drawing

from abundant wind and solar resources in the Central Queensland region. A Renewable Energy

Industrial Precinct (REIP) in Gladstone will support the region’s ambition to diversify its economy

and realise its full potential in the zero-emissions economy.

Economic modelling by ACIL Allen commissioned by Beyond Zero Emissions and

WWF-Australia demonstrated that a dedicated Renewable Energy Industrial Precinct in

Gladstone would enable the region to retain existing energy intensive businesses and jobs (such

as in aluminium and chemical production), and attract new industries, such as renewable

hydrogen and ammonia production, high purity alumina, wind turbine manufacturing and

resource recovery industries.

Specifically, ACIL Allen’s modelling indicates the potential to:

– unlock new capital investment of $7.8 billion in the region

– generate an additional $2 billion in revenue per year by 2032

– create 11,000 new ongoing local jobs in new manufacturing and service industries by

20321

– protect existing manufacturing jobs

Further, significant benefits will flow to sectors beyond industry, providing low-cost, firmed

renewables for households and transportation and supporting the broader grid. As outlined in

this report, ambition from the private sector has rapidly overtaken our initial estimates of the

scale of a Gladstone REIP.

Industries such as green aluminium and alumina, hydrogen, ammonia and other chemical

production, recycling and equipment manufacture like electrolysers and wind turbines will form

the foundation of a Gladstone REIP. Key industrial players, existing and new, recognise the

potential for renewable-based manufacturing in Gladstone and have announced projects and

collaborations to capture the opportunity:

– An offtake agreement between high purity aluminium materials producer Alpha HPA and

chemical manufacturer Orica in which Alpha HPA will take chemical reagents generated

by Orica for use in its production. Alpha HPA will then return other by-products back to

Orica, via piping.
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– Engagement on a local hydrogen pilot between Rio Tinto and Sumitomo in Gladstone in

partnership with ARENA to investigate the use of hydrogen for the decarbonisation of its

alumina operations.

– H2-Hub project from H2U with 3 GW of electrolysers to produce up to 5,000 tonnes per

day of green ammonia.

– Rio Tinto’s intention to decarbonise the Boyne aluminium smelter.

– Stanwell and Iwatani’s joint 3 GW green hydrogen export project.

Beyond Zero Emissions’ analysis estimates that 34 GW of renewable electricity and 4.5 GW of

storage would be needed to support these developments. The total transmission and storage

infrastructure investment required for this full-scale Gladstone REIP, including powering existing

industries with renewable energy, is estimated to be $30 billion.

Analysis from AEMO shows that parts of the Central and Northern QREZs near Gladstone have

the potential to generate over 47 GW of renewable energy, more than enough for a Gladstone

REIP. The Queensland Government has outlined only an initial 3.3 GW of renewable energy

production from the three QREZs across the state (the Northern, Central and Southern QREZs).

More promisingly, 2.9 GW of renewable energy projects have been announced surrounding

Gladstone. This will need to be greatly expanded to realise the full potential of a Gladstone REIP.

Federal investment will scale and amplify the existing manufacturing base and signal to the

private sector that Gladstone is a secure investment. Beyond Zero Emissions and

WWF-Australia prepared a pre-budget submission for FY22-23 that shows a federal government

investment of $6.3 billion in REIP projects over the next decade would likely attract a further

$37.8 billion in private investment to build a strong backbone for REIP projects across Australia

with the additional support of state governments and public sector financing from institutions

such as the Clean Energy Finance Corporation.

This briefing paper outlines the scale needed to build a renewable backbone for industry in

Gladstone and the transmission and storage requirements of a Gladstone REIP. It is a tool to

help recalibrate the true scale of opportunity and investment needed, driving conversations

towards planning, coordination and collaboration between governments, communities, industry

and investors. It has been produced by Beyond Zero Emissions, based on our internal research

and publicly available research (such as AEMO’s Integrated System Plan), consultation with

industry, government and research institutions.
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Gladstone Renewable Energy Industrial Precinct

A Gladstone Renewable Energy Industrial Precinct (REIP) will support clusters of manufacturers

powered by 100% renewable energy. This access to low-cost, reliable energy will give local

manufacturers a global edge in growing zero-emissions markets.

The Gladstone REIP will be located either within Renewable Energy Zones or connected to

renewable energy generation through high voltage transmission lines. It will also have access to

clean heat and renewable hydrogen production and infrastructure. The precinct will be located

in existing industrial zones, benefiting from skilled workforces and infrastructure including

Gladstone’s existing roads, rail freight and seaport.

The Gladstone REIP will provide strong benefits to Gladstone’s energy-intensive businesses

including aluminium smelting, hydrogen production, alumina refining, chemicals production,

recycling and potentially new cleantech industries such as wind turbine blade manufacture and

electrolyser manufacturing.

Gladstone offers many advantages for establishing a REIP, including:

– excellent infrastructure, including world class port facilities

– available land for development, zoned industrial

– a skilled, technically capable workforce suited for manufacturing and resource

processing

– diverse and established industry

– innovative teaching and skills training infrastructure

– strong local, state and federal government support for development and transition

– excellent educational institutions including CQU campus

– large industry load centre in close proximity to the new Renewable Energy Zones

Access to quality renewable energy resources is key to establishing a Gladstone REIP. AEMO

modelling indicates that readily available wind and solar renewable energy resources in the

North, South and Central QREZs (Queensland Renewable Energy Zones) are able to generate

56  GW, 13 GW and 24 GW respectively.2,3 Gladstone can draw on a potential 47 GW from parts

of the Central and Northern QREZs.

A QREZ Technical Discussion Paper3 by the Department of Energy and Public Works in 2021

identifies just 3.3 GW of renewable potential across the three QREZs for the first stage of QREZ

development. While a welcome first step, this is insufficient to meet industry needs and greater

ambition is required to avoid curtailing QREZ investment. Promisingly, 2.9 GW of renewable

energy projects have been announced surrounding Gladstone.
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Developers of infrastructure dedicated to industrial energy demand, such as higher capacity

transmission lines, firming capacity (e.g. battery, pumped hydro) or hydrogen, will also benefit

from a REIP. By securing long-term, high volume, off-take partners, such developers reduce risk

and can attract further investment.

Collaboration is core to the success of a REIP. By partnering supply with demand, local

economies will generate momentum for investment and economic growth while decarbonising.

Sharing infrastructure such as renewable hydrogen networks, or implementing a circular

economy (in which waste from one process is used as valuable feedstock for another) also

reduces waste, improves efficiency and reduces cost.

A Gladstone REIP will foster a homegrown community of renewable-energy-powered

innovators. By nurturing partnerships between research institutions, industry and investors,

REIPs become the space in which powerful players collaborate towards decarbonisation.

Industrial partnerships in the region are already showcasing the economic and emissions

reductions benefits of collaboration. Take high purity aluminium materials producer Alpha HPA

and chemical manufacturer Orica’s recent offtake agreement4. In the collaboration, Alpha HPA

will take chemical reagents generated by Orica for use in its production process. Alpha HPA will

return other by-products to Orica, via piping.

In another example, Rio Tinto is engaging with Sumitomo on a local hydrogen pilot in Gladstone

and has partnered with ARENA to investigate the use of hydrogen for the decarbonisation of its

alumina operations.

Economic modelling by ACIL Allen commissioned by Beyond Zero Emissions and

WWF-Australia showed the impact a REIP could have on Gladstone. Not only will establishing a

dedicated precinct in Gladstone enable the region to retain energy intensive businesses such as

aluminium and chemical production and the jobs in these businesses, it will bring in new

industries, such as renewable hydrogen and ammonia production, high purity alumina, wind

turbine manufacturing and resource recovery industries.

The modelling found that a Gladstone REIP would:

– unlock new capital investment of $7.8 billion in the region

– generate an additional $2 billion in revenue per year by 2032

– create 11,000 new ongoing local jobs in new manufacturing and service industries by

20321

– protect existing manufacturing jobs
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A new economic reality

Australia’s export markets are being driven at a rapid pace towards net-zero products with

our top five export markets (China, Japan, South Korea, US and the EU) all setting net-zero

targets. The ambitious policy settings of these nations drive up demand for products made

with renewable energy, and drive down demand for products made with fossil fuels.5

Australia’s fossil fuel exports are exposed to collapsing demand as the world rapidly pivots

to a zero-emissions future. Nearly 40% of Australia’s total commodity exports are fossil fuels

in the form of coal, oil and gas. Over the next two decades Australia will lose a third of total

commodity export revenue and the jobs that go with them unless significant policy shifts are

made to unlock investments in new export industries.5

Green credentials are now an important part of doing business across sectors and whole

industries. Major global brands such as BMW, Volvo and Ikea are introducing strong targets

to reduce emissions in supply chains, and are acting on them. Sweden has led the way on

fossil-free steel6,7 and now Volvo has manufactured the world’s first fossil-free vehicle.8 The

Glasgow Breakthrough on Steel9 signed at COP26 aims for near zero emissions steel to be

widespread across the world by 2030.

As Gladstone positions itself to benefit from these new global opportunities, communities

and businesses in the region are looking to government to recognise the scale of the

challenge and opportunity and back Gladstone to thrive as a global energy hub into the

future.10

Local industry support for a Gladstone REIP

In the past two years there is strong evidence of a major shift in Gladstone towards

renewable-energy-powered manufacturing.10 Beyond Zero Emissions has engaged in

consultation work in Gladstone for more than a year and laid down a strong foundation of local

support for a Gladstone REIP. This includes from major industry stakeholders, small-to-medium

enterprises (SMEs), Australian companies scoping new opportunities in Gladstone, and

engagement with all three levels of government in the region.11

Companies that have submitted statements of support for a Gladstone REIP include:

– Alpha HPA, which is building a new high purity alumina refinery in Gladstone using its

world first “Smart SX” technology to make high purity aluminium materials for cleantech

like LEDs and electric vehicles

– Manufacturer Ampcontrol
– Tyre recycler REVYRE
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– Central Queensland renewable superhybrid developer Sunshine Hydro

– Central Queensland renewable energy project developer Energy Estate

– Renewable energy project developer Central Queensland Power

– Solar infrastructure project developer RayGen

– Central Queensland renewable energy project developer Epuron

A full list of supporters and their statements is provided in Appendix 1.

While these are positive signals for a Gladstone REIP, the build-out of this renewable generation

will require a carefully coordinated approach by the federal government.

So far, the federal government has provided only modest support for decarbonisation initiatives

in Gladstone. This includes supporting Rio Tinto’s hydrogen feasibility study through ARENA,12

and also naming the Gladstone region as one of the federal government’s prospective “Clean

Hydrogen Industrial Hubs”13 with potential access to part of $464 million in funding for hydrogen

hubs (itself part of a $1.2 billion commitment towards building a hydrogen industry). These

initiatives show that the government recognises changing energy dynamics in the global market,

and can support Gladstone to protect key energy trade relationships with Japan and Korea.

Beyond Zero Emissions and WWF-Australia prepared a pre-budget submission for FY22-23 that

shows a federal government investment of $6.3 billion in REIP projects over the next decade

would likely attract a further $37.8 billion in private investment to build a strong backbone for

REIP projects across Australia with the additional support of state governments ($3.15b) and

public sector financing ($15.75b) from institutions such as the Clean Energy Finance

Corporation.

While efforts to diversify Gladstone’s industrial energy supply continue to grow, the federal

government has the opportunity to raise its ambition through increased funding and by

streamlining the transmission, renewable energy and renewable storage options. Current

investment falls short on capitalising on this opportunity for Gladstone to secure its future

prosperity.

Essentially, a Gladstone Renewable Energy Industrial Precinct is the region’s best jobs and

investment opportunity, capitalising on existing skills and infrastructure. It is central to realising

Australia's $333bn/year potential in renewable energy exports and ensures Gladstone will

remain prosperous in the global move to zero emissions.5
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State Government and Local Government support

The Queensland Government has nominated the Central Queensland Renewable Energy Zone
(Central QREZ) as one of three key Queensland Renewable Energy Zones (QREZs). There is
also potential to source additional electricity for a Gladstone REIP from two other planned
QREZs (Northern and Southern QREZs).

While no energy supply projects have yet commenced construction in the Central QREZ,
there are a number of announced proposals in the area and the Central QREZ webpage14

indicates registrations of interest add up to 23 GW of project capacity across solar, wind,
bioenergy, and storage technologies.

In addition to supporting the Central QREZ,15 the Queensland Government supports
renewable energy generation through government-owned corporations such as CleanCo. The
Queensland Government is also supporting renewable-powered manufacturing through
providing access to $2 billion funding to support renewable energy and renewable-powered
manufacturing jobs.

The Gladstone Regional Council is also supportive of the city’s ambitions in renewable energy
and renewable hydrogen. For example, the Council is a signatory to the Memorandum of
Understanding for an H2 Ecosystem16 along with Sumitomo Australia, as well as the
Gladstone Ports Corporation, Australian Gas Networks as part of the Australian Gas
Infrastructure Group, and CQUniversity Australia.

As Gladstone positions itself to benefit from these new global opportunities, communities and
businesses in the region are looking to government to recognise the scale of the challenge
and opportunity, and to back Gladstone to thrive as a global energy hub into the future.10

Service Manager Frank Lantry from Ampcontrol in Gladstone.
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Figure 1: Renewable generation needed to power a Gladstone REIP
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Figure 1 is an early stage proof of concept for a Gladstone REIP. The scaling of new

technologies and new developments in policy, investment and workforce will impact this

model. Power flows (GW) used are approximate, illustrate the potential of the region, and will

be impacted by new developments and announcements. Actual systems deployed – for

consumers and suppliers – will influence flows, capacity factors, transmission losses, storage

requirements, and excess renewable generation capacity required for supply security. The

potential generation relies on AEMO data.2,17 For modelling assumptions see Appendix 2.

Energy in, energy out

Our analysis found a Gladstone REIP will require 34 GW of renewable energy (Figure 1) for an

approximate industry load of 10 GW. This analysis included new industries and the

decarbonisation of existing industries such as the Boyne Smelter Limited, Queensland Alumina

Limited, Yarwun Alumina, Orica Yarwun and Cement Australia. Modelling assumptions for a

Gladstone REIP are provided in Appendix 2.

Gladstone’s significant potential for export industries (including 6 GW of hydrogen electrolysers)

translates to high renewable energy requirements. However, analysis from AEMO2 shows that

surrounding REZs located in the parts of the Central and Northern QREZs near Gladstone, have

the potential to generate over 47 GW of renewable energy, more than enough for a Gladstone

REIP.

Transmission and storage

In our consultations with Gladstone-based industry, we found that while many key stakeholders

had confidence in renewable generation capacity, questions remained over how power can be

delivered to load centres, how renewables can be firmed up with storage technologies, and how

this can be done at levels that meet the needs of their facilities.

Coordination and planning, underpinned by a clear and ambitious vision, is key to the success

of the Gladstone REIP. Network operators need to coordinate with large industry users of

electricity, developers and governments. This collaboration will reduce risk and unlock

significant green investment capital for these key projects.
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Table 1: Transmission and storage needs and costs in the Gladstone REIP

Transmission
Transmission
Capacity
(GW)

Distance to
REIP
(km)

Investment
Needed
($m)

MW
Capacity
added per $m

Fitzroy (Central QREZ) 11.0 100 $2,016 5.5

Wide Bay (Central QREZ) 3.0 200 $1,100 2.7

Banana (Central QREZ) 8.0 300 $4,399 1.8

Barcaldine (Northern QREZ) 6.0 700 $7,699 0.8

Isaac (Northern QREZ) 6.0 370 $4,069 1.5

Total 34.0 $19,283

Storage Needed
Storage Capacity
(GW)

Energy Storage
(GWh)

Hydrogen Capacity
Factor

Jun (24/7 operation) 7.5 80.2 100%

Jun (Flexible operation) 4.5 36.8 70%

Dec (24/7 operation) 5.3 59.2 100%

Dec (Flexible operation) 3.8 26.2 77%

Potential Storage
Storage Capacity
(GW)

Energy Storage
(GWh)

Cost
($m)

AEMO CQ/NQ (8 hr PHES) 2.25 18 $5,681

AEMO CQ/NQ (24 hr PHES) 3 72 $10,629

Source: Beyond Zero Emissions calculations are based on AEMO data. For modelling assumptions

see Appendix 2.

Table 1, above, shows the scale and investment required for both transmission and storage.

Investing in the nearby Fitzroy REZ (part of the Central QREZ) will provide 5.5 MW capacity

added per million dollars, the best bang for buck in terms of transmission. By developing this

area, an investment of approximately $2 billion can bring a potential 11 GW of renewable

generation, or a third of what a Gladstone REIP requires.
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Storage requirements vary depending on the mode of operation. If all of Gladstone’s proposed

and existing industries such as the smelter, refineries, and hydrogen generation, were to operate

continuously 24/7, storage requirements are estimated to be 7.5 GW for over 10 hours

(80 GWh).

However, with flexible operations storage requirements can cut dramatically. For example, in the

winter month of June, by only operating electrolysers at maximum capacity when electricity is

cheapest, energy use is cut by 30% and storage requirements are slashed in half to 4.5 GW for

just over 8 hours (36.8 GWh) halving the required investment from $17.3 billion to $8.9 billion.

Demand can be further optimised by fine tuning electrolyser operation.

Figure 2: Comparison of storage needs and costs between 24/7 and flexible operation of

electrolysers

This simple comparison highlights the benefits that grid flexibility brings. The timing of this

reduced energy use is key; by avoiding heavy use in times of low generation, it optimises

storage requirements, saving network costs and reducing the price of electricity for end users.

Additional flexibility is also possible from other industries but the feasibility of this mode of

operation will highly depend on government policy and market mechanisms. With the right

policy levers and tools, we can optimise energy use and reduce costs while minimising impacts

on businesses.

The transmission and storage investment required for a full-scale Gladstone REIP is expected to

be close to $30 billion, a significantly higher figure than estimates from ACIL Allen ($1.7 billion).

We can attribute this difference to updated engagement with local industry and clarification of

full project scope for new projects from H2U, Stanwell and Iwatani since ACIL Allen’s modelling

was conducted in March 2021. Additionally, the substantial transmission and storage upgrades

for repowering existing major industries such as aluminium smelting and alumina refining (once

manufacturing processes are electrified or repowered with hydrogen) are now explicitly

included. And while this dramatically increases the scale of a Gladstone REIP and its required
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investment, it also dramatically increases its potential revenue and jobs opportunities for the

region.

While $30 billion is a significant investment, it is comparable to past investments made in the

region such as Gladstone’s LNG gas terminals ($20 billion for the Santos terminal alone).

Importantly, investment into Gladstone REIP infrastructure will have significant flow-on benefits

to sectors beyond industry, providing low cost, firmed renewables for households,

transportation and supporting the broader grid.

It is important to note that renewable droughts or multiple days with very low renewable

generation also need to be considered, likely requiring multiple technology options such as:

– Strong interconnected transmission links to supply renewables from interstate or other

regions with excess generation/storage capacity

– Demand-side response, businesses that can be flexible in their demand

– Use of renewable hydrogen peakers

– Novel new storage technologies such as those from MGA Thermal, RayGen and Allegro

Energy

Strong and coordinated government policy and planning at local, state and federal levels will be

needed to accelerate the deployment of these solutions. There is an urgent need to begin

implementing these solutions, ensuring a well planned integration of renewables to the grid that

will optimise investments, eliminate bottlenecks and reduce costs for end-users.

The First Nations people, the Traditional Owners and custodians of the land and water in the

Gladstone region are the Bailai, Gurang, Gooreng Gooreng and Taribelang Bunda Peoples.

Port Curtis Coral Coast Trust Limited (PCCC) represents these First Nations and administers

the First Nations Bailai, Gurang, Gooreng Gooreng, Taribelang Bunda People Aboriginal

Corporation Registered Native Title Body Corporate (PBC).

In addition to engaging with the Traditional Owners, renewable energy and manufacturing

projects should consider how to ensure economic benefits flow to the broader local and

regional Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities.
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Industrial ecosystem

Industries that will form the foundation of a Gladstone REIP include green aluminium and

alumina, hydrogen, ammonia and other chemical production, recycling and manufacturing

equipment like electrolysers and wind turbines.

In the past two years, Gladstone industry has seen signs of a shift towards powering industry

with renewable energy.10 These include:

– Alpha HPA becoming the first local manufacturer to sign a memorandum of

understanding (MoU) for the use of 100% renewable electricity for the electrified part of

its operations.18

– Building on pre-existing support for renewable hydrogen from Stanwell, Iwatani, H2U,

Sumitomo and others, Rio Tinto publicising its commitment to halve emissions for its

global operations by 2030, including decarbonising its Gladstone operations by

powering the Boyne Smelter with renewable energy.19

– New and significant employer in Gladstone Fortescue Future Industries announcing

investment in an electrolyser manufacturing plant, heralding a new era in renewable

energy manufacturing for Gladstone.20

– Orica announcing a 40% cut to emissions by 2030 and net zero by 2050.

Given the renewable energy generation already planned for Gladstone, these announcements

demonstrate the need for effective planning and collaboration between governments and

industry for a Gladstone REIP.

Analysis from AEMO shows that parts of the Central and Northern QREZs near Gladstone have

the potential to generate over 47 GW of renewable energy, more than enough for a Gladstone

REIP. The Queensland Government has outlined only an initial 3.3 GW of renewable energy

production from the three QREZs across the state (the Northern, Central and Southern QREZs),

but more promisingly 2.9 GW of renewable energy projects have been announced surrounding

Gladstone. This will need to be greatly expanded to realise the full potential of a Gladstone REIP

and meet the potential 34 GW renewable energy demand (Figure 1) that repowering existing and

new local industries with renewables will require.

Green aluminium

Rio Tinto’s Boyne Smelters Limited is one of Gladstone’s most challenging and important

operations to decarbonise. The smelter produces around 500,000 tonnes of aluminium annually

and employs about 935 employees and 120 contractors. The smelter uses 7000 GWh of

electricity each year or about 13% of Queensland’s electricity.21
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Rio Tinto has committed to a 50% target in reducing its Scope 1 and 2 emissions by 2030.19,22

The company has publicly stated that it is progressing options to switch its Boyne Island and

Tomago smelters to renewable energy and estimated this will require about 5 GW of solar and

wind power, combined with the provision of a reliable and cost effective solution for firming.

As the supply of energy for Rio Tinto’s Gladstone smelter and refineries transitions to 100%

renewable energy in line with its announcements, a key challenge for the electricity grid and

energy providers will be providing firming for the renewable energy. Options for firming include

pumped hydro, batteries, and eventually hydrogen which can be used for peaking or long-term

storage in the event of a grid disruption.

Green alumina

Gladstone is a major smelter grade alumina producer using the Bayer process which requires

significant heat and energy. The heat is currently generated by burning coal23 or burning natural

gas.24 Decarbonising this process may require a mixed approach with hydrogen used for those

refining processes that require high temperatures (approximately 1000℃), and electrification for

other parts of the process with lower temperatures.

Things are already moving in this direction with Rio Tinto and Sumitomo Corporation

announcing a study to explore the use of hydrogen at the Yarwun alumina refinery and other

industries in the Gladstone area with the possibility of a pilot plant.24

One of Gladstone REIP’s biggest supporters

is Alpha HPA, which uses a proprietary

licensed solvent extraction and refining

technology to create high purity alumina

(HPA) suitable for use in products such as

LED lighting and lithium-ion batteries. This

high purity alumina attracts substantially

higher unit prices than standard alumina.

This facility has recently been awarded a

$45 million grant to assist with construction

costs from the Federal Government under

the Modern Manufacturing Initiative by the

Commonwealth Department of At the Gladstone facilities of high purity alumina

Industry, Science, Energy and Resources. producer Alpha HPA.
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A fully funded Precursor Production Facility (PPF) is under construction in Gladstone as part of

Alpha HPA’s existing HPA First Project,25 with a projected startup date of August 2022. Once

completed, the full Alpha HPA project is anticipated26 to produce over 10,000 tonnes per annum

of high purity alumina (4N5 or 99.995% pure) and a projected gross revenue of $247 million.

In its MoU with Queensland government-owned electricity generation and trading company

CleanCo, Alpha HPA has committed to using 100% renewable energy for the electricity used in

its operations. As with other alumina production, there is a future opportunity to investigate

using renewable hydrogen for high temperature parts of its operations that are hard to electrify

(i.e. calcination). Alpha HPA has also signed the Statement of Cooperation with the Queensland

Government to show its intention to use renewable energy to power its operations.

Cement

Cement Australia, which operates Gladstone’s Yarwun plant, is exploring options to reduce

emissions from its operations.27 Reducing emissions from cement production requires a number

of different approaches as emissions are produced from various parts of the manufacturing

process. For example, just over half of the emissions come from the calcination process during

the production of the clinker. Another major source of emissions is energy usage.28

Reducing emissions for cement production to net zero will require changing energy sources and

materials. Options proposed by Beyond Zero Emissions29 and also the Global Cement and

Concrete Association30 include the use of alternative cements (that do not use Portland cement),

carbon mineralisation and carbon negative cements, as well as efficiencies that enable the use

of smaller quantities of cement. The use of renewable energy for electrified aspects of

production and the consideration of hydrogen as a fuel in clinker production will also contribute

to emissions reductions.

Green hydrogen

Gladstone’s location in renewable-energy abundant Queensland, experience with gas exports

and deepwater port, makes it an ideal location for launching Australia’s hydrogen export

industry. This opportunity is reflected in the gigawatt-scale hydrogen proposals from

stakeholders such as Stanwell and Iwatani, and Sumitomo as well as a gigawatt-scale hydrogen

and ammonia proposal from H2U.

Green hydrogen is a hugely versatile ingredient for the zero-emissions future. It’s a renewable

fuel needed in a myriad of industrial processes, including the production of green steel and

alumina, green ammonia and many other chemicals.31

There are strong synergies between the opportunities for domestic use of hydrogen and

hydrogen generation for export. Abundant renewable generation potential from the nearby
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Central QREZ/Fitzroy REZ2 enables large scale electrolysis operation for exports. The volume of

hydrogen being produced helps push down costs for industrial heat processes while these local

users help provide early offtake.

The key to a successful hydrogen industry in Gladstone will be coordination between all

stakeholders, from renewable developers, transmission planners, industrial users, hydrogen

producers as well as all levels of government to support the right policies and infrastructure to

enable investment and development. Importantly, sustainable water use is key, particularly for

export volumes which will likely require carefully planned desalination facilities.

What is green hydrogen?

Green hydrogen is produced by the electrolysis of water powered by renewable energy,

meaning it’s produced without fossil fuels.

Its production can be ramped up when there’s abundant renewable energy and energy prices

are low and wound back when renewables run low to help stabilise the electricity grid.32 It is

also useful for industrial processes that can’t be easily electrified like bauxite/alumina refining,

and can supplement energy storage needs alongside batteries and pumped hydro.33

Green hydrogen and ammonia exports represent some of the few zero-emissions methods to

globally trade energy. This is particularly important for countries such as Japan and South

Korea that have low renewable generation potential and will buy from countries such as

Australia to support their zero-emission energy needs.34

Renewable hydrogen generation through electrolysis is well established and rapid scaling will

enable it to move down the cost curve. Federal Government modelling projections show

renewable hydrogen at a competitive $2/kg by 2028 and $1.50/kg by 2030. This is a rapid

increase in competitiveness and opens up renewable hydrogen to replace fossil gas in

applications such as industrial feedstock, export, grid firming services and even synthetic

fuels as soon as in the next 5 years.35

Green ammonia

Ammonia (NH3) is an important industrial chemical. All nitrogen based fertilisers are made from

ammonia and its wide range of industrial uses include the manufacturing process of plastics,

dyes, explosives and synthetic fibres.36

Currently, ammonia is brought into Gladstone for use at the Orica Yarwun chemical plant to

produce chemicals such as ammonium nitrate and sodium cyanide.37 But Gladstone’s

developing hydrogen industry offers the potential to create green ammonia locally for use in
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Orica products. Renewable energy can be used to power both the electrolysers for the

hydrogen component and the air separators for the nitrogen component to produce green

ammonia.36

H2U has secured a site in the Yarwun State Development Area for its large-scale renewable

hydrogen and ammonia production complex, which is anticipated to scale up over time to 3 GW

in electrolysis plant and up to 5,000 tonnes per day in ammonia production capacity. The

complex could support over 100 operational jobs.38,39

With the shift to a zero-emissions economy, ammonia has the potential to become even more

important as a practical means for the storage and transportation of hydrogen. Ammonia is

expected to be introduced as a commercial fuel for power generation and shipping in the latter

half of the 2020s.40 Cargo ships equipped with ammonia-burning internal combustion engines or

ammonia fuel cells are expected to help the shipping industry halve its carbon-dioxide

emissions by midcentury.41

Electrolysers

Fortescue Future Industries (FFI) has announced plans to invest in an electrolyser production

factory in Gladstone with an initial capacity to manufacture 2 GW20 per annum of electrolysers.

The capacity of this production facility will more than double current global production.

Gladstone’s experience in the gas industry and other industries supports FFI's need for skilled

workers to manufacture electrolysers. By manufacturing these electrolysers while the hydrogen

industry is still in a nascent stage, FFI could capitalise on market share through a first mover

advantage.

Wind turbine components

Australia has some of the best wind energy resources in the world,42 yet opportunities in the

manufacturing of wind turbine components within Australia have yet to be realised. Powering a

Gladstone Renewable Energy Industrial Precinct and increasing demand for renewable energy in

Australia more broadly will require a greater number of wind turbines.

By manufacturing turbines locally, there is the potential to reduce the costs to transport blades

as well as provide local employment. Queensland has the lowest installed capacity of wind

power generation on the Australian mainland43 despite having excellent wind resources.

Fortescue Future Industry’s Global Green Energy Manufacturing Centre (GEM) intends to

produce wind turbines in Gladstone as one of its future product offerings.
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Circular economy

Australian company REVYRE is considering Gladstone for one of its renewable-energy powered

tyre recycling centres.

REVYRE recover low emissions rubber polymer by reprocessing end-of-life rubber including

end-of-life tyres and conveyor belts. The company uses a two-step recycling process that has

recently been commercialised44 and meets the following criteria, according to its project

proposal:

1. 100% of the tyres and rubber products are recycled.

2. No toxic waste or by-products are produced.

3. There are no CO2 emissions from the recycling process, which can be powered using

100% renewable energy.

4. Reduces greenhouse gas emissions for the overall tyre production process through

substitution of tyre derived polymer for virgin raw materials.

To optimise manufacturing throughput and profitability, REVYRE prefers to use firmed, 24/7

renewable energy, and is a strong supporter of a Gladstone REIP.

Social Licence and Caring for Nature and Biodiversity

Another important consideration for Renewable Energy Industrial Precincts is that they

maintain good social licence through community engagement and the sharing of benefits with

local communities.45

REIPs and REZs also need to prioritise environmental care. The development of REZs and

REIPs should minimise adverse impacts on nature and biodiversity by occuring where

possible on land that has previously been developed, impacted or degraded.

Sustainability and impacts on biodiversity must also be considered when selecting water

supply for industrial projects including renewable hydrogen projects and for pumped hydro.
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Conclusion

As Gladstone positions itself to benefit from these new global opportunities, communities and

businesses in the region are looking to government to recognise the scale of the challenge and

opportunity, and to back Gladstone to thrive as a global energy hub into the future.

While efforts to diversify Gladstone’s industrial energy supply continue to grow, through support

from local, state and federal government, as well as strong commitments from industry, the

federal government has the opportunity to raise its ambition through increased funding and by

streamlining the transmission, renewable energy and renewable storage options. Current

investment falls short on capitalising on this opportunity for Gladstone to secure its future

prosperity.

A Gladstone Renewable Energy Industrial Precinct is the region’s best jobs and investment

opportunity, capitalising on existing skills and infrastructure. It is central to realising regional

Australia's potential in renewable energy powered exports such as renewable hydrogen and

renewable aluminium materials and ensures Gladstone will sustain its industrial heritage and

remain prosperous in the global move to zero emissions.
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Circular economy

Australian company REVYRE is considering Gladstone for one of its renewable-energy powered

tyre recycling centres.

REVYRE recover low emissions rubber polymer by reprocessing end-of-life rubber including

end-of-life tyres and conveyor belts. The company uses a two-step recycling process that has

recently been commercialised44 and meets the following criteria, according to its project

proposal:

1. 100% of the tyres and rubber products are recycled.

2. No toxic waste or by-products are produced.

3. There are no CO2 emissions from the recycling process, which can be powered using

100% renewable energy.

4. Reduces greenhouse gas emissions for the overall tyre production process through

substitution of tyre derived polymer for virgin raw materials.

To optimise manufacturing throughput and profitability, REVYRE prefers to use firmed, 24/7

renewable energy, and is a strong supporter of a Gladstone REIP.

Social Licence and Caring for Nature and Biodiversity

Another important consideration for Renewable Energy Industrial Precincts is that they

maintain good social licence through community engagement and the sharing of benefits with

local communities.45

REIPs and REZs also need to prioritise environmental care. The development of REZs and

REIPs should minimise adverse impacts on nature and biodiversity by occuring where

possible on land that has previously been developed, impacted or degraded.

Sustainability and impacts on biodiversity must also be considered when selecting water

supply for industrial projects including renewable hydrogen projects and for pumped hydro.
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Conclusion

As Gladstone positions itself to benefit from these new global opportunities, communities and

businesses in the region are looking to government to recognise the scale of the challenge and

opportunity, and to back Gladstone to thrive as a global energy hub into the future.

While efforts to diversify Gladstone’s industrial energy supply continue to grow, through support

from local, state and federal government, as well as strong commitments from industry, the

federal government has the opportunity to raise its ambition through increased funding and by

streamlining the transmission, renewable energy and renewable storage options. Current

investment falls short on capitalising on this opportunity for Gladstone to secure its future

prosperity.

A Gladstone Renewable Energy Industrial Precinct is the region’s best jobs and investment

opportunity, capitalising on existing skills and infrastructure. It is central to realising regional

Australia's potential in renewable energy powered exports such as renewable hydrogen and

renewable aluminium materials and ensures Gladstone will sustain its industrial heritage and

remain prosperous in the global move to zero emissions.
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More information

bze.org.au/manufacturing

REIPs have the potential to protect Australia’s regional economies and increase their status as

export powerhouses, create tens of thousands of good quality regional jobs, and attract billions

in new capital investment to regional communities. Learn more about REIPs, including:

– Advantages they offer to Australian businesses

– Renewable energy and sustainable development principles

– Economic inclusion and partnership with First Nations people

bze.org.au/acil-allen

An economic analysis by ACIL Allen with Beyond Zero Emissions and WWF-Australia modelled

the economic and job benefits of establishing REIPs in Gladstone and the Hunter Valley, two of

the 14 priority regions identified.

It found that if expected projects eventuate, there is the potential for these two precincts to:

– Create 45,000 new ongoing jobs

– Create an extra $13 billion in annual revenue in the Hunter and Gladstone regions alone

– Attract new industries and tens of billions of investment dollars into regional areas

– Bring high-quality jobs back onshore

bze.org.au/budget22

A federal pre-budget submission by Beyond Zero Emissions and WWF-Australia detailed that a

REIP program should provide $3.3 billion in total funding between 2022-23 and 2025-26, and

$6.3 billion over the next decade for two grant streams designed to leverage private sector

investment:

– $800 million for infrastructure and coordination funding

– $2.5 billion for renewable manufacturing precinct implementation funding

bze.org.au/exportpowerhouse

A report by Beyond Zero Emissions, Export Powerhouse: Australia’s $333 billion opportunity,

shows that with the right policy settings and financial investment, a network of REIPs in

Australia can support the establishment of a new clean export market worth $333 billion a year

by 2050 – almost triple the value of our current fossil fuel exports.
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Appendix 1

Statements of support for a Gladstone REIP

A range of local organisations have contributed statements of support for a Gladstone

Renewable Energy Industrial Precinct. The table below provides evidence of support.

Company or
organisation

Submitted statements of support for a Gladstone REIP

Alpha HPA The Renewable Energy Industrial Precinct is critical to showing how
sustainable zero emission manufacturing can be achieved when
supported by economies of scale via such a precinct. Alpha HPA is
pleased to support the Renewable Energy Industrial Precinct in Gladstone.

Ampcontrol Ampcontrol is at the forefront of a lot of innovative engineering. We are
already working extensively in the renewable energy sector and support a
Renewable Energy Industrial Precinct here in Gladstone.

REVYRE REVYRE is excited to be included in the Gladstone and Hunter Renewable
Energy Industrial Precincts as a world class tyre derived polymer
processing facility. Inclusion in the REIPs aligns with our zero-waste,
zero-emissions, zero-byproducts business model.

Sunshine Hydro Sunshine Hydro’s vision for Gladstone aligns with the region's strategic
priorities including environment, community, jobs creation, protection and
training. We see our 100% renewable superhybrid projects providing firm
green energy, green hydrogen and peaking power as an important part of
the energy mix for a Renewable Energy Industrial Precinct in Gladstone.

Smart Energy
Council

The Smart Energy Council supports the development of Renewable
Energy Industrial Precincts because they provide excellent opportunities
for heavy industry and renewable energy resources to benefit each other.

Energy Estate Energy Estate strongly supports the development of REIPs to future-proof
and grow Australian industries, their export potential, creating enduring
workforce opportunities, training and reskilling regional areas.

Central
Queensland
Power

CQP is a joint venture between RES and Energy Estate which is
developing 4GW of renewable energy and storage projects in the Central
Queensland region.  We are delighted to support Beyond Zero Emissions
and their briefing paper for a REIP in Gladstone. We share your vision of
creating enduring local jobs and local manufacturing and supply chains to
support new export opportunities and the transformation of the energy
sector in this pivotal region.

Epuron Epuron supports the development of Renewable Energy Industrial
Precincts for the support they offer to developing innovative technologies
and competitive advantage to manufacturing in the global zero-emissions
markets.
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and grow Australian industries, their export potential, creating enduring
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Power
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Precincts for the support they offer to developing innovative technologies
and competitive advantage to manufacturing in the global zero-emissions
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RayGen Renewable energy, paired with long duration storage, can ‘repower
Australian manufacturing’ with the lowest cost energy day and night.
RayGen can manufacture our technology in a Renewable Energy Industrial
Precinct, and use that same technology to supply the precinct with
affordable, baseload power, creating and supporting local jobs.

Further statements of support have come from Australian Hydrogen Generation, as well as some

entities that provided a statement of support confidentially.
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Appendix 2

Modelling assumptions for a Gladstone REIP

Energy in, energy out

Figure 1 illustrates the renewable generation needed to power a Gladstone REIP and its

associated industries, and the REZs within the QREZs that can deliver that energy. All numbers

are in GW and represent renewable generation based on a 30% capacity factor; i.e., for Boyne

Smelter Limited, 3 GW of renewable generation is needed to supply approximately 1 GW of

constant load. Electricity needed for hydrogen is assumed to be 60 kWh/kg H2.2 We assume

fossil gas use in local industries is supplanted by electrification (50%) and hydrogen (50%); this

conversion is based on a simple energy equivalence and ignores any efficiency improvements,

10 PJ gas is replaced with a combination of 5 PJ (1390 GWh) of electricity and 5 PJ (35 kt) of

hydrogen (assuming 142 GJ per tonne of H2, AEMO). Theoretical renewable potential for each

REZ is based on build limits as modelled from AEMO.17 Note numbers may not sum up to total

due to rounding.

Transmission and storage

Table 1 illustrates the potential transmission and storage investment required to enable a

Gladstone REIP. Calculations assume an 80% round trip efficiency from generation to end user.

Flexible operation is based on the switching of hydrogen electrolysers between 100% and 50%

capacity; all other industries are assumed to operate 24/7. Transmission capacity is matched to

renewable generation to power the REIP (Figure 1). Transmission cost estimates from AEMO are

$1,833/MW/km.17 Potential storage estimates are from AEMO’s 2021 Inputs and Assumptions

Workbook.2
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